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GROUP PORTRAIT1
Online and offline
market leader
Leading retailer in the consumer
electronics segment

10

#

100

1,074

STORES IN 279 RUSSIAN CITIES

SHARE OF THE ONLINE HOME APPLIANCES AND
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS MARKET IN RUSSIA3

mln

SHARE OF TOTAL ONLINE SALES IN THE
GROUP’S GMV
2020

1
27%

2019

IN RUSSIA

505

20%
16%

2018
2017

CE MARKET SHARE IN RUSSIA3

RUB

Full market coverage
and advanced logistics

33%

WORLDWIDE2

MONTHLY TRAFFIC ONLINE AND OFFLINE

#

#1 online CE retailer in Russia

RUB
bln

GMV4 (TOTAL SALES) FOR 2020

100%

33%

300

60%

100%

ONLINE COVERAGE IN CITIES WITH STORES

bln

TOTAL ONLINE SALES

109%

GROWTH IN TOTAL ONLINE SALES IN 2020

1

mln sq. m.

TOTAL COVERAGE AREA7

60%
POPULATION COVERED BY SAME-DAY DELIVERY
(WITHIN 24 HOURS)8

BRAND AWARENESS (M.VIDEO OR ELDORADO)5

72 mln
LOYAL CUSTOMERS6

HACKING RETAIL

1 The Company’s results in this section of the Report are provided for FY 2020 or as of December 31, 2020,
unless stated otherwise.
2 Among retailers of household appliances and consumer electronics in 2019, according to Thomson Reuters.
3 According to GfK data for 2020.
4 GMV (gross merchandise value) includes in-store purchases (including those from pick-up points), paid and delivered online
orders, and paid orders shipped from warehouses to corporate customers. Offline and online purchases can be made by both
individuals and legal entities. GMV includes own and agency sales of goods and services. GMV includes VAT and is net of
discounts granted to customers and returns made during the reporting period. GMV does not constitute the Company’s revenue.

5 According to the quantitative marketing tracking research conducted by LLC Millward Brown ARMI-Marketing, in the period from
January 13, 2020, to December 27, 2020,covering 9,599 respondents residing in 260 Russian cities with a population of over 100,000.
6 Holders of active M.Video and Eldorado loyalty cards.
7 Including 540 thousand square meters of warehouse space for stores and 501 thousand square meters of distribution centers (DCs)
and regional multiplatforms (smaller DCs).
8 Cities with a population of over 1 million people.
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Hybrid business model increases
customer loyalty and productivity

Consistent customer experience online and offline

>8.7 mln

Focus on sustainable development

Long-term goals based on the UN
Sustainable Development Goals

Profitable growth with a constant
focus on shareholder value

72%
TOS CAGR OVER THREE YEARS

PURCHASES WITH THE HELP OF DIGITALLY ASSISTED CONSULTATIONS

12%

>15,000

GMV CAGR OVER THREE YEARS

SALES ASSISTANTS EQUIPPED WITH SMART DEVICES, HELPING THEM
TO IDENTIFY SHOPPERS IN STORES AND PROVIDE A SEAMLESS
ONLINE AND OFFLINE EXPERIENCE

GMV AND TOS GROWTH
2020

Best assortment

75 ths SKUs
OF BOTH THE COMPANY’S OWN ASSORTMENT
AND MARKETPLACE ITEMS

Outstanding last-mile capabilities

>98%
OF DELIVERIES MADE ON TIME

NATIONAL ECO-PROJECT

across

17 Russian regions

>1,000 tons

86% and 73%
M.VIDEO AND ELDORADO, RESPECTIVELY2

1 According to M&P Analytics LLC.
2 As of Q1 2020.
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2018
2017

85
59

144

300
358

437
421

505

5-7%
HISTORICAL EBITDA MARGIN

OF HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES AND ELECTRONICS
AND >1 MILLION BATTERIES RECYCLED

> RUB

40 mln

ALLOCATED TO CHARITY PROJECTS

High customer loyalty1

2019

6 ths

Focus on shareholder returns

RUB

11.4 bln

DIVIDENDS PAID OUT IN 2019–2020

At least

100%

VOLUNTEERS

DIVIDEND PAYOUT RATIO BASED ON ADJ. NET PROFIT UNDER IFRS 17,
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NEW DIVIDEND POLICY

31%

24%

ONE OF THE LOWEST EMPLOYEE TURNOVER RATES IN THE INDUSTRY

COMPANY FREE FLOAT AFTER A SUCCESSFUL SPO
IN MARCH 2021
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VALUE-BASED
LEADERSHIP

Responsibility for the future
We place responsibility to the Company, the industry and society
at the heart of our decisions and business planning.

Our technology gives people the time
and inspiration needed to create a future
we can all take pride in.

OUR
VALUES
Our Mission
#ACTIVATE
THEFUTURE

Teamwork and collaboration
We are firmly convinced that trust, mutual support
and respect for all are essential for our success.

Concern for everything we do
We believe in our power to make
the world a better place.

Courage in innovation
We relentlessly seek out and implement new
technologies to grow the market and affirm our
leadership.

Openness to change
We view change as an opportunity to improve
and achieve our full potential.

HACKING RETAIL
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THE LEADING COMPANY
FOR VENDORS, EMPLOYEES
AND SHOPPERS
As the leader in Russian household appliances and
consumer electronics retail and the largest online
retailer in this sector, M.Video–Eldorado Group
acknowledges the importance of building mutually
beneficial relationships and creating value for a wide
range of stakeholders.
Widely regarded as a high-quality partner, employer and
leader in innovation, reflected in a high NPS
A number of respected international organizations have noted the Group’s
achievements in several areas. Recognition and awards are a reflection
of the value that the Group creates for key stakeholders, and one of the
highest net promoter scores (NPS) in the industry is proof that the Company
has chosen the right strategy and business model.

#1 for Vendors
#1 for Employees

#1 in Innovations and Services

#1 for Customers2
Retailer of the year 2020

Net Promoter Score (NPS), (%)

#1 omni experience among
Russian retailers 2020

100

80

73

77

60

59

84

67

86

73

Best employer in Russia 20191

Quality award For CIS
innovation category 2020

Best employer 2019

Innovation leader
in retail 2019

40
2017

HACKING RETAIL

2018

2019

2020

1 Applicable to M.Video brand.
2 According to M&P Analytics LLC.
3 Data NPS average for 2017–2019; Q1 data
for 2020; based on 39 M.Video and 35 Eldorado
stores; survey conducted at the store exit.
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CREATING VALUE FOR
STAKEHOLDERS

Customers

Employees

Vendors and partners

Shareholders

Society

Thanks to a hybrid business model that
combines the advantages of online and
offline retail in a single platform, we have
created a unique consumer experience
that takes into account the preferences
of every customer.

M.Video–Eldorado Group’s top priority as
an employer is to look out for people’s
well-being. In 2020, amid the coronavirus
pandemic, we did our best to create a
safe environment for employees while
ensuring that they could keep their jobs
and their income.

One of the Group’s values is partnership
in the workforce. We firmly believe that
trust and mutual support are essential
ingredients for shared success.

We aim to maintain a balance between
investing in further growth and ensuring
high returns for our shareholders. Thanks
to well-coordinated teamwork, the Group
successfully restructured many business
processes in a short time, greatly
accelerating its transformation into an
online business, enabling the Company to
achieve excellent results on a consistent
basis.

Our goal is to be a leader in sustainable
development. One of the Group’s
priorities is to help solve global problems
and create long-term sustainable value
for all of society.

Amid COVID-19 restrictions, the Group
successfully adapted to new requests
from our customers: delivery and
pickup options were strengthened; the
Company made the most of the logistical
advantages it enjoys from having a chain
of stores throughout the country. New
options for cashless and contactless
payments, video consultations with
store managers and a number of other
initiatives were launched.

The Company conducted a comprehensive
program to support and protect
employees during the pandemic:
providing personal protective equipment,
introducing a safety monitoring system
for employees, and offering additional life
and health insurance. In 2020, the Group
incurred one-off expenses in the amount
of RUB 298 million for implementing
measures to counter the spread of
COVID-19.

We worked hard on new partnerships
and joint initiatives aimed at improving
experiences with customer care: delivery
of online orders to pickup points and
parcel lockers, the launch of contactless
delivery of online orders using Yandex Taxi,
Gett Delivery or local partners in all cities
with Group stores and cooperation with
Russian Post for delivery and pickup of
online orders.

We undertook efforts to deliver on our
promises to shareholders. In December,
dividends were paid out for H1 2020 in the
amount of RUB 5.4 billion, and in February
2021, the Board of Directors approved a
new dividend policy that calls for annual
payments of at least 100% of net profit.

The Group identified key priorities
and focal points for sustainable
development. We took part in several
important projects: the proper recycling
of household appliances and electronics,
and the Group’s “We Care” project,
which was lauded by experts.

The Group started piloting a proprietary
marketplace for appliances and
electronics, expanding its total
assortment from 30 thousand to 75
thousand SKUs. Video consultations with
store assistants launched. The range of
private label appliances and electronics
was expanded significantly to around 100
SKUs.

We were named the best employer
in Russia for 2019 according to both
Kincentric1 and Retail Week Awards.

The Group enjoyed excellent, sustainable
results: a 14.4% year-on-year increase in
revenue, a 6.5% year-on-year increase in
adjusted EBITDA and a 9.3% year-on-year
increase in adjusted net profit. EBITDA
margin was 6.8% (IAS 17).

M.Video–Eldorado Group expanded the
geography of its ongoing program to
take in appliances and equipment for
recycling to 450 stores, covering 40
million people. As a result, more than
1,000 tons of household appliances and
electronics and 20 tons of batteries
were recycled.

1 The award was given to the M.Video brand.

HACKING RETAIL
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HYBRID BUSINESS
MODEL EXPANDS
VALUE CREATION
OPPORTUNITIES

The penetration of mobile Internet into all spheres of
human activity, accelerated further due to the COVID-19
pandemic, is driving the evolution of our business model.
Household appliances and electronics remains a special
category of products for which most consumers tend
to use both online channels and brick-and-mortar
stores. Only 12% of shoppers looking to buy CE products
visit brick-and-mortar stores exclusively without
checking websites or using apps.
Even amid the pandemic, the share of online shoppers
who do not have any direct contact with stores, is 15%.1

15%

1

OF THOSE PURCHASING APPLIANCES AND ELECTRONICS DO NOT VISIT
STORES AT ALL, USING ONLINE CHANNELS ONLY

73%

1

OF THOSE PURCHASING APPLIANCES AND ELECTRONICS USE
BOTH THE ONLINE PLATFORM AND BRICK-AND-MORTAR STORES

In order to satisfy the needs of customers, vendors and partners alike,
we are developing a hybrid business model based on a combination of our
leading online business, our extensive network of stores and our strong
logistics infrastructure. Our websites, mobile apps and brick-and-mortar
stores, brought together on the OneRetail platform (see p. 12), complement
one another and greatly enrich the customer experience. As a result, the
Group is creating important competitive advantages over exclusively online
players and traditional retailers.

12%

1

OF THOSE PURCHASING APPLIANCES AND ELECTRONICS ONLY VISIT
BRICK-AND-MORTAR STORES

1 According to the study of consumer behavior in the market of Household Appliances and Electronics, conducted by IRC LLC
in 16 cities with a population of more than 500 thousand people. Base: buyers who made a purchase on the CE market in the last
six months, men and women, aged 18-55. Data was collected between March and November 2020.

HACKING RETAIL
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TWO LEADING BRANDS
All customer segments, resilience in the face of changing
consumer behaviour, and the flexibility to expand our
chain.
Our business relies on two leading retail brands—M.Video and Eldorado—
both enjoying almost absolute prompted brand awareness among Russian
shoppers.1
The dual brand strategy provides access to the widest possible customer
base, the flexibility to react to changes in market trends and the strength
of a developed retail network. For both brands, online infrastructure
and retail network management are provided by a unified IT system and
combined back office. In order to ensure the most effective implementation
of this approach, we aim to maximize the digitalization of business
processes at customer interaction points and in all key business functions,
including logistics, marketing and assortment management.

Trendsetting

Attacking

WIDE ASSORTMENT, INCL. EXCLUSIVE AND PREMIUM
NEW PRODUCTS

ACCESSIBLE PRODUCTS SUPPORTED BY DEVELOPMENT
OF PRIVATE LABEL AND SOLUTIONS FOR EVERYDAY USE
BEST PRICE GUARANTEE

HIGHLY PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE FOR TECH-SAVVY
CUSTOMERS

PROXIMITY TO CUSTOMER

COMPLEMENTARY SERVICES

OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIMENT WITH NON-CE ASSORTMENT

100%

BRAND AWARENESS1

99%

BRAND AWARENESS1

1 According to the quantitative marketing tracking research conducted by LLC Millward Brown ARMI-Marketing, in the period
from January 13, 2020, to December 27, 2020, covering 9,599 respondents residing in 260 Russian cities with a population of over 100,000.

HACKING RETAIL
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INTEGRATED RETAIL PLATFORM,
UNIFIED LOGISTICS AND
CORPORATE CENTER

Full market coverage, better shopping experience,
efficient business scaling.2

• Endless shelf and marketplace

Online Platform
• Websites
919 million visits in 2020

•Mobile app
7.8 million downloads

• Comparison tools and product
orders

• Offline experience in the
online space: digitally assisted
consultations with sales
consultants

• Data on delivery status and
more

• Additional services: сredit
platform, insurance and more

Large-scale IT platform
• 1,000 developers2
• Own Data Science Center

Developed storage and delivery infrastructure
• ≈1 million sq. m. of warehouse space, incl. 540 thousand sq. m
in shops
• 60 last-mile partners
• Wide and high-quality assortment of 75,000 SKUs (incl. 11,000 exclusive SKUs)

Strong relationships with suppliers and merchants
• >300 suppliers

Stores

• Technological innovation and
testing, entertainment

• 1,074 stores
• Sales consultant app

• Convenient exchange and
return policy

• Product storage (covering 46%
of inventory) and expansion of
last-mile capacity
• Online experience in the offline
space: store consultant’s
smartphone, contactless
payments

• Assortment: 75 thousand SKUs, incl. 11 thousand exclusive SKUs

Lending platform, insurers, etc.
• 12 financial partners

1 Data are based on the results of 2020 or as of December 31, 2020, unless otherwise indicated.
2 Forecast for the end of 2021.

HACKING RETAIL
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ONERETAIL –
A PLATFORM FOR THE BEST
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE

The OneRetail platform is a constantly evolving
set of technologies that enable our customers
to get the best service exactly where they
want it, easily moving from online to offline and
vice versa without sacrificing purchase speed
or service quality.
OneRetail functions by bringing together the buyer’s and
seller’s mobile apps on a shared platform (see “Unique
customer experience through seamless integration of online
and offline channels”, p. 67). The customer’s app provides
automatic online authorization, while the consultant’s app
makes it possible to check in and identify the customer
in-store.
In combination with advanced data analysis systems, mobile
technologies enable us to better understand the needs of
customers, provide a highly personalized service and ensure
customer loyalty, which ultimately leads to a higher average
check and more frequent purchases. That’s why our strategic
goal is to convert anonymous shoppers into a growing base
of loyal OneRetail customers—identified customers who make
regular purchases with the help of the Group’s mobile apps or
websites.

ABOUT THE GROUP

M.VIDEO-ELDORADO

ONERETAIL:
CREATING VALUE
We distinguish the three main stages of the OneRetail customer journey.
The customer begins their shopping experience on the mobile app, website
or at a store by searching for and choosing an item (the Discovery & Choice
stage). Once a selection is made, they proceed to make their purchase
(the Transaction stage) and then receive their goods by means of delivery
or pickup (the Fulfillment stage).
At each of these stages, we strive to provide the best customer experience
possible, satisfying the shopper’s needs by offering a wide selection of
products, the best value and complete convenience for every transaction.
This, in turn, increases customer loyalty and encourages them to return
more frequently and to recommend the Group’s brands to other potential
customers.

1. Discovery & Choice

2. Transaction

3. Fulfillment

• Access to a wide assortment of goods via the endless shelf online
catalogue and the inventory of marketplace merchants;

• The best price offer based on the client’s history with the Group’s
brands and personal bonuses;

• For 60% of the population, 85% of total online orders will be
delivered within 24 hours;

• Powerful AI-based instruments for personalized service;

• A convenient purchase process and a wide range of payment
methods, including contactless payment at stores;

• 34% of GMV is ready for pickup or dispatch 15 minutes after an
order is placed;

• Available financing, including through online lending.

• A range of delivery methods, including express delivery by taxi;

• Sales consultants available anywhere, at any time, online and offline.

• Ample opportunities for customer pickup thanks to an extensive
network of stores and partner pickup points.

The OneRetail platform creates value not only for customers but also for
the Group’s vendors and merchants. In the face of increasing competition
for shoppers’ attention, it is becoming progressively more important that
vendors use the most effective means available to inform customers about
their products and services. This factor is especially important when it
comes to consumer electronics, as customers prefer not only to see the
product but also to hold it in their hands and test it out before buying.
That is precisely why the Group’s ability to demonstrate appliances and
electronics both online and on store shelves, as well as the wide range of
expert customer support tools available, are so important for suppliers and
merchants. This makes working with the Group an increasingly interesting
proposition for them.

HACKING RETAIL

Thus, the OneRetail platform connects buyers and suppliers in a single retail
space, creating a mechanism in which the close involvement of vendors and
partners helps increase customer loyalty and the size of the business:

The unique online and in-store customer experience increases
customer loyalty and inflows of orders.

Vendor involvement ensures a wide assortment of 75 thousand
SKUs, featuring a high proportion of exclusive items and excellent
prices, which also helps increase customer numbers.

The growing base of loyal customers and wide range of
opportunities to promote goods online and in stores makes
vendors more interested in cooperation.
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A HYBRID BUSINESS MODEL
AND THE ONERETAIL PLATFORM
ENSURE CUSTOMER LOYALTY
AND ATTRACT SUPPLIERS

Joint marketing

Major client
touchpoint

Vendor
collaboration

Fulfillment
Product availability
and exclusivity
at best terms

Customers

Growing
customer loyalty
and NPS

ONERETAIL
Discovery
& choice

Transaction

HACKING RETAIL
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ONERETAIL IN ACTION:
A BETTER CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
DRIVES SALES

Consultant App

Customer App

Conversion rate 2020 (%)

Conversion rate 2020 (%)

Mobile platform
(consultant app)

Mobile platform
(customer app)

41%

3.6x

M.Video offline

6.3%
Website

12%

3.3%

Average check and units per
transaction 2020 (RUB)

Checkout completion rate 2020 (%)

Mobile platform
(consultant app)

Mobile platform
(customer app)

18,539 (2.1 pcs)
M.Video offline

9,414 (1.6 pcs)

HACKING RETAIL

1.9x

2.0x

77%

1.3x

Website

59%
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FULL MARKET COVERAGE IN
A SINGLE RETAIL ENVIRONMENT
The Group believes that shoppers’ desire to receive
their purchases “here and now” will play an increasingly
important role in the future of retail. The combination
of faster, more reliable and more accurate shipping
methods is becoming a key factor in purchasing choices.

By the start of 2021, 85% of online orders placed by residents of the 279
Russian cities with M.Video—Eldorado stores could be delivered within 24 hours.
This covers 60% of the Russian population. At the same time, orders that
account for 34% of GMV are available for pickup or ready to be dispatched for
delivery within 15 minutes after purchase, an unprecedented figure for Russian
retail. Some 98% of the Group’s online orders are delivered on time.

Distribution centers
Regional mini
distribution centers
Stores

St. Petersburg

Moscow region (2x)
Nizhny Novgorod

Kazan

Yekaterinburg

Rostov-on-Don
Novosibirsk

Vladivostok

1 Af of December 31, 2020.

HACKING RETAIL
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This level of fulfillment is the result of advanced retail and logistics
infrastructure, which includes:
1,074 stores (542 M.Video stores and 532 Eldorado stores). The distance
between the Group’s easternmost store in Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky
and its westernmost point in Kaliningrad is more than 7,420 kilometers.
Our stores are an extension of the online shopping experience, a place
to showcase appliances and innovations not only to store visitors but
also to online users through our video consultation service. In addition,
the retail network acts as a focal point for inventory that accounts
for 46% of the Group’s warehouse area. The Group uses predictive
analytics to place around 50% of its inventory in stores. This highly
efficient stock management helps the Group to provide the fastest
possible access to in-demand goods. The high density of our stores
makes it possible to successfully develop our express delivery and
customer pickup services. In this regard, we consider the expansion of
our retail network as our main tool for supporting and developing online
sales.

> RUB

A network of 55,000 partner pickup points, as well as over 60
partnerships with delivery services, including taxi aggregators.
Logistics infrastructure with a total fulfillment area of 1 million square
meters (including stores), including central distribution warehouses
and multiplatforms. The Group’s distribution centers cover the entire
territory of Russia, providing customers in every region with access to
the most in-demand goods.
100% online coverage in cities where we are present, thanks to our
advanced online platform.

Thanks to investments in the retail network and logistics, which have
exceeded RUB 150 billion since the Group was established, we are several
years ahead of the leading marketplaces in the development of our logistics
system and last-mile service. The Group plans to continue to improve the
quality of its delivery and pickup services and has set a number of strategic
goals in this area. In particular, the Group intends to increase the share of
goods available for pickup or ready to dispatch within 15 minutes from 34%
to over 50% of GMV (see “Hacking Retail growth strategy”, p. 36).

HACKING RETAIL

150 bln

INVESTED IN STORES AND LOGISTICS INFRASTRUCTURE SINCE 1993

85%

>55 ths

24-HOUR STOCK AVAILABILITY

PARTNER PICK-UP POINTS AND PARCEL LOCKERS

100%

~540 km

ONLINE COVERAGE IN CITIES WITH A STORE

WAREHOUSING AREA IN 1,074 STORES

2
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2020
PERFORMANCE
HIGHLIGHTS
Dynamic growth and transformation
into a leading e-commerce company

100 mln

GMV1 (RUB BLN)

MONTHLY CUSTOMER TRAFFIC ONLINE AND OFFLINE

60%

2020

437
421

2019
2018

POPULATION COVERAGE BY 24-HOUR STOCK
AVAILABILITY

505

+15%

Group’s positions in the Russian CE market4

34%

Total online sales (RUB BLN)

OF GMV AVAILABLE FOR PICKUP OR READY TO
DISPATCH WITHIN 15 MINUTES

2020

7.8

2018

mln

CE market share in Russia

144 33%

2019

+109%

85 20%

00% – Share of GMV

25
20

Mobile platform turnover3 (RUB BLN)

mln

TRANSACTIONS WITH DIGITALLY ASSISTED CONSULTATIONS

1 GMV (gross merchandise value) includes in-store purchases (including those from pick-up points), paid and delivered online orders,
and paid orders shipped from warehouses to corporate customers. Offline and online purchases can be made by both individuals and
legal entities. GMV includes own and agency sales of goods and services. GMV includes VAT and is net of discounts granted to
customers and returns made during the reporting period. GMV does not constitute the Company’s revenue.

33.0%
25.6%

26.1%

21.8%

20.3%

26.5%

15
2020
2019

HACKING RETAIL

35
30

DOWNLOADS OF THE M.VIDEO AND ELDORADO CUSTOMER
APPS AS OF THE END OF 2020

8.7

CE online market share in Russia

300 60%

61

154

+152%

2 Total online sales by M.Video–Eldorado include all online sales to authorized customers, including home delivery, pickup and sales made
at stores through the consultant mobile app. Sales through the consultant mobile app are currently available only at M.Video stores.

2018

2019

2020

3 Mobile platform turnover includes sales through the M.Video and Eldorado user apps and the consultant app at stores.
4 GfK data for 2020.
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Eхpansion of customer base and successful
development of the OneRetail platform

Strong financial performance3
and value creation

42%

RUB

11.4 bln

OF THE GROUP’S ACTIVE IDENTIFIED CUSTOMERS ARE
ONERETAIL CUSTOMERS—PEOPLE WHO MAKE PURCHASES
THROUGH THE CUSTOMER APP, CONSULTANT APP OR
WEBSITES

IN DIVIDENDS PAID TO SHAREHOLDERS
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

>50%

≥100 %

OF THE GROUP’S STORES USE SALES CONSULTANT APPS
TO IDENTIFY CUSTOMERS AND GIVE THEM PERSONALIZED
SERVICE

OF THE GROUP’S NET PROFIT UNDER IAS 17 GOES TOWARDS
DIVIDEND PAYMENTS UNDER THE NEW DIVIDEND POLICY

Active identified customers2 (mln)
2020

8

2019

4

19 42%
17 26%

11
12

00% – Share of OneRetail customers

Net Promoter Score (NPS)1

OneRetail

100

Revenues (RUB bln)

Non-OneRetail

2020

80

77%

84%

40

2018

67%

73%

2019

21

1

365.2

417.9 +14.4%

Adjusted EBITDA4 (RUB bln)
2020
2019

Sales via consultant app (RUB bln)

28.5 +6.5%
26.7

Adjusted net profit5 (RUB bln)
2019

2020

1 According to M&P Analytics LLC, data NPS for Q1 2020; based on 39 M.Video and 35 Eldorado stores; survey conducted at
the store exit.
2 The Group defines active identified customers as customers who have logged in and made at least one purchase using any sales
channel during the year.

HACKING RETAIL

2019

Sales via customer app (RUB bln)
2020

60

59%

86%

2020
2019

60

133

3 M.Video–Eldorado’s financial results are presented in accordance with IFRS (IAS) 17 unless otherwise indicated.
For information on adjustments to EBITDA and net income, see the “Operating and Financial Results” section.
4 EBITDA is adjusted for a non-recurring expenditure of RUB 1,598 million for measures to counter the spread of the novel
coronavirus infection (COVID-19) and for a one-time compensation payment based on the decision of the Board of Directors for the
successful implementation of the COVID-19 crisis management project and efficient transfer of control to the new CEO.

2020
2019

11.2

12.2 +9.3%

5 Net profit is adjusted for the loss of associates and joint ventures (2019: RUB 1,953 million; 2020: RUB 2,468 million), as well
as for non-recurring expenses in the amount of RUB 1,278 million (RUB 1,598 million including taxes) for measures to counter the
spread of the novel coronavirus infection (COVID-19) and a one-off payment of compensation (including taxes) based on the decision
of the Board of Directors for the successful implementation of the COVID-19 crisis management project and the effective transfer of
control to the new CEO.
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Focus on sustainable business
development

>1,000 tons
OF HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES AND

>1 mln

BATTERIES RECYCLED

31%
ONE OF THE LOWEST EMPLOYEE TURNOVER
RATES IN THE INDUSTRY

6
UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
AT THE CORE OF THE GROUP’S NEW ESG1
STRATEGY

Employee turnover2
The Group has one of the lowest levels of average employee turnover in the
industry. In 2020, we maintained this at 30.5%,2 despite all the challenges and
limitations of the pandemic.

45%
57%
31%
Global retail sector

Russian retail sector

M.Video–Eldorado Group

Employee engagement3
The Group is also a leader in terms of employee engagement,
which stands at 80% versus the industry average of 68%.3

68%
68%
80%
Global retail sector

Russian retail sector

M.Video–Eldorado Group
1 Comprehensive view of the business with an analysis of its environmental and social results, as well as management approaches.
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2 Employee turnover by industry is based on Human Resources Performance Indicators, AMT Consult and KPMG, 2020.

3 Employee engagement by industry is based on Employee Engagement Survey, Kincentric (Aon Hewitt), 2020.
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Effective response to the challenges
of the COVID-19 pandemic
A highly efficient hybrid business model and a professional, engaged team
have enabled the Group not only to overcome the challenges related to
the COVID-19 pandemic but also to take its development to the next level.
We have introduced the necessary safety rules, implemented measures to
support employees and improve efficiency, and launched projects to develop
the last mile and contactless shopping methods. We have also continued to
roll out innovative solutions and services on the market using the OneRetail
platform.

Caring for customers and employees
• Health protection measures in retail stores and at all the Group’s
facilities (including health monitoring, treatment of premises and use
of markings in stores);
• Staff not employed at stores were given the opportunity to move to
other departments. Additional life insurance, health insurance, financial
assistance and other measures were offered to employees who
contracted the coronavirus.

Development of the last mile while retaining
the advantages of the retail chain
• New partnerships with X5 Retail Group and Russian Post, which
significantly increased the number of pickup points for orders in Moscow
and other regions;
• Six operating modes at stores, including pickup points, mobile stores and
dark stores;
• Express order delivery by taxi.

Innovative solutions to develop online sales
• Launch of an online video consultation service;
• New 24/7 customer support channel via WhatsApp messenger;

Health

Cost
control

Innovations

DEVELOPMENT OF
A CONTACTLESS
SHOPPING ENVIRONMENT

COST-SAVING
INITIATIVES

NEW LAST-MILE
PARTNERSHIPS

SUPPORT MEASURES
AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
FOR STAFF

OPTIMIZATION
OF CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

FLEXIBLE OPERATION
OF STORES (in 6 modes)

> 90% OF STORES
REMAINED OPEN EVEN
AT THE PEAK OF THE
RESTRICTIONS

OPTIMIZATION OF PAYMENTS TO
COUNTERPARTIES AND PARTNERS

CONTACTLESS DELIVERY
AND
PICKUP
УДАЛЕННЫЕ
ЦИФРОВЫЕ
КОНСУЛЬТАЦИИ

CASHLESS PAYMENTS
ON DELIVERY

• Improved contact center efficiency amid increased numbers of calls.

Cost optimization
• Universal savings mode and optimization of all operating expenses while
fulfilling social obligations to employees;

UNIVERSALIZATION
OF STORE STAFF

• Optimization of the investment program with a focus on the further
development of online services and ways to improve the shopping
experience;
• Optimization of payments and terms for working with partners.
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OUR
INVESTMENT STORY
An undisputed leader in business and innovation
M.Video–Eldorado is constantly striving to bolster its market positions in
Russia. In 2020, amid an increase in the share of online shopping accelerated
by the pandemic, we successfully completed the transformation of the
Group into an online business with a strong logistics infrastructure based at
stores, increasing our share in the online segment of the market from 20.3%
to 33.0%. For many years, we have been an innovative leader and a pioneer
in the Russian consumer electronics retail market, shaping key trends and
industry standards.

A market with considerable potential for further
structural growth
At a time when household consumption and preferences for remote
lifestyles are increasing, home appliances and electronics are now
increasingly seen as essential items. At the end of 2020, the Russian
consumer electronics retail market had an estimated value of RUB 2,025
billion2, according to GfK, ranking it among the 10 largest markets in the
world. It continues to have significant growth potential due to the low
penetration of certain categories and the increasing demand for traditional
and innovative equipment and their related services.

According to GfK, total market growth
in the next five years may amount to 30%,
or RUB 600 billion.

Steady growth in market share1
Total CE market share
Online CE market share
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CE markets,2 GAGR in 2020–2024 in national currencies (%)
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1 According to GfK.
2 This figure (2,025) includes 10% of the CE market value not covered by GfK panel data.
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Flexible hybrid business model expands growth
opportunities

A clear strategy for growth and value creation

We are developing on the basis of a successful business model that involves
the full integration of online sales channels and brick-and-mortar stores.
Since its inception, the Group has invested heavily in the development of IT
infrastructure and the expansion of its retail and logistics network, having
created strong competitive advantages over purely online retailers and
traditional offline retailers. The hybrid model, powered by the OneRetail
platform, enables the Group to successfully adapt to market changes and
grow its business profitably both online and offline

The Group’s main strategic goal is to double its business and achieve a GMV
of RUB 1 trillion through 2025, while maintaining a high level of operating
profitability and comfortable leverage. In order to implement this strategy,
we plan to increase the share of total online sales from 60% to more than
85% and greatly increase the number of identified customers and OneRetail
customers, while also achieving a number of other indicators (see “Hacking
Retail growth strategy”, p. 36). At the same time, according to the new
dividend policy, the Group intends to distribute at least 100% of its
IAS 17–based net profit as dividends.

Price leadership driven by vendor relationships and
purchasing power

As part of the strategy, the Group intends to move toward implementing
three key overarching objectives, ensuring the best customer experience
at each stage of selection and purchase:

Thanks to strong relationships with partners and merchants, we are able to
offer customers an assortment of 75 thousand SKUs featuring a high share
of exclusive items, as well as offer customers the best prices, while still
maintaining solid margins.

Key suppliers’ share of overall sales in the Russian
Federation attributable to M.Video–Eldorado Group

Complete coverage of shoppers’ consumer electronics needs by
creating the largest assortment in the market and increasing the
share of innovative and premium products in the assortment.

Moving sales to the mobile platform: developing the mobile platform
to provide shoppers with the best possible customer experience
and access to all our products and services via a mobile device.

Availability of any order for pickup within 15 minutes of purchase
through further improvements to our fulfillment infrastructure and
logistics platform.

Supplier #1
Supplier #2

29%
25%
61%

Supplier #4
Supplier #5

24%

Supplier #6
Supplier #7

An experienced management team backed by strong
shareholders

49%

Supplier #3

24%

43%

The Group’s top management team consists of leading professionals in
the Russian market with an average of over 20 years of relevant business
experience. The Group’s largest shareholders are the leading Russian
financial and industrial holding Safmar Group and one of the largest
consumer electronics retailers in Europe, Ceconomy AG.
1 Identified customers who have made at least one purchase in the previous 12 months using the buyer and seller mobile apps
or on the Group’s websites.
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